Abstract. Leaf structure and function are shown to resultin distinctive variations in the absorption and reflection of solar radiation from plant canopies. The leaf properties that determine the radiation-interception characteristics of plant canopies are directly linked to photosynthesis, stomatal resistanceand evapotranspiration and can be inferred from measurements of reflected solar energy. The effects of off-nadir viewing and atmosphericconstituents, coupled with the need to measure changing surface conditions, emphasize the need for multitemporal measurements of reflected radiation if primary production is to be estimated.
Introduction
Photosynthesis in terrestrial vegetation occurs in chloroplast organelles, which are largely contained within plant leaves. The reaction process of photosynthesis can be summarized as CO 2 + H 2a-.(light energy)->[CH 20J + 02, where CO 2 and H 20 are combined, driven by light absorption to produce carbohydrates, and release 02' Consequently, the structure of leaves is highly evolved to facilitate photosynthesis. Leaf structure allows for regulated contact between the atmosphere, which is the source for the CO 2 , and the hydrated mesophyll cells, which contain the water required, while maintaining an optical environment in which incident photosynthetically active radiation (004-0·7/tm) can interact with the chloroplast-containing cells where photosynthesis takes place (figure I).
Spectral properties of vegetation
One of the first observations of intraleaf structure is the labyrinth of intercellular air spaces. This air-filled labyrinth brings the air with its fractional CO 2 content into direct contact with the chloroplasts, permitting absorption of CO 2 and liberation of°2
, Air enters and exits leaves through stomata in the upper and lower epidermal surfaces. H 2 0 is present within the hydrated interior of mesophyll cells, and is thus available to the chloroplasts. Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (0·4-0·7 /tm) is able to penetrate the upper epidermal surface of leaves, which are largely transparent to incident PAR (Willstaetter and Stoll 1918 , Gates et af. 1965 , Knipling 1970 , Woolley 1971 , Gausman 1974 . Only 2-3 per cent of the PAR of normal incidence is initially reflected by the upper epidermal surface, the balance being transmitted into the interior of the leaf. As the incident PAR flux enters the leaf it becomes increasingly scattered or deflected as a consequence of reflective-refractive and RayleighjMie scattering (Gates et af. 1965 , Allen et al. 1969 , 1970 , 1971 .
Rayleigh scattering occurs for particles of sizes equal to or less than the wavelength of the incident radiation, and is proportional to the inverse fourth power of the wavelength. While organelles such as chloroplasts, for example, are 4-6/tm in length and 1-2/tm thick, other organelles such as Iysosomes and macromolecules such as proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates can be smaller than I /tm and would cause Rayleigh Figure I . Transverse section of a broad-beanleaf Beneath the upper epidermis is a layer of elongated palisade parenchyma cells. The lower half of the leaf contains the spongy rnesophyll. Also note the labyrinth of the intercellular air spaces.
scattering. J. T. Woolley (1976 personal communication) has estimated that only about 10 per cent or less of the internal leaf scattering is due to Rayleigh scattering and that this is largely due to small refractive-index discontinuities among the intercellular constituents.
The main cause of scattering within leaves is refractive-reflective scattering, which occurs as a consequence of the refractive-index differences between intercellular air spaces (1'0) and hydrated cells (1-4) and the irregular facets of the exteriors of cells (figure I). As incident solar radiation in the 0·4-2·5 J1m region enters the leaf and penetrates downward, it becomes increasingly scattered from the combination of internal cellular reflections and the air-cell refractive-index differences.
PAR is absorbed strongly within green leaves by the plant pigments present. Most of this absorption is due to chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, and the carotenoids (Salisbury and Ross 1969) . The absorption of incident solar radiation by plant pigments and liquid water can be described by the Lambert-Beer exponential extinction law.
The relative proportion of the plant pigments varies; the chlorophylls usually make up 6G-75 per cent, the carotenoids 25-35 per cent, and the other minor pigments the balance. The chlorophylls and carotenoids account for the great majority of total leafpigment absorption. Liquid water is also present in leaf tissues, comprising 7G-90 per cent of the wet weight of leaves. While liquid water is transparent to the PAR wavelengths, it is a strong absorber in the J.3-2' 5 J1m region (Curcio and Petty 1951) . The coefficients of absorptance for chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, the carotenoid lutein, and liquid water are presented in figure 2.
The interaction of incident solar radiation in the 0·4-2' 5J1m region with green leaves has been modelled using ray-tracing models (Allen et al. 1973, Kumar and Silva 1973) and by a stochastic Markov-chain model (Tucker and Garrett 1977) .To generate these models, scattering and absorption properties were required. Scattering by the structures within leaves has the effect of increasing the mean pathlength of the incident Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014 PAR, thereby allowing for high levels of PAR absorption by the photosynthetic pigments. The same scattering mechanisms necessary for photosynthesis result in high values of leaf reflectance in the O' 7-1' 3 J1.m region where little absorption occurs (figure 2). In the absence of absorption, the scattering mechanisms enhance the back-scattered radiation more than the forward-scattered radiation. Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014
AVHRR data and African semi-arid grasslands
When incident solar radiation interacts with functioning green leaves there is a high level of absorption in the PAR (0·4-0· 711m) region and corresponding low values for reflectance and transmittance. In the O' 7-1'311m region, because of very low absorption, there is high reflectance and transmittance. Higher absorption levels of absorption in the 1·3-2'5 11m region result in lower values for reflectance and transmittance. The ratios of the absorbed, reflected and transmitted radiation to the incident solar irradiance at the same wavelength are referred to as the spectral absorption, spectral reflection and spectral transmittance respectively, to denote that these are functions of wavelength.
While the incident spectral irradiance that interacts with green leaves results in absorbed, reflected and transmitted radiances as functions of wavelength, the same interaction with plant canopies results in only spectral absorption or spectral reflection. Spectral transmittance is an intermediate state, which ultimately is absorbed and/or reflected within the plant canopy and/or by the background material. The spectral radiance from plantcanopies in the 0·4--2·511m region provides the basis for passive remote sensing of vegetated areas and can be measured from ground, airborne and spaceborne sensors.
The in situ plant-canopy reflectance variability introduced by different soil backgrounds has been reported to vary substantially between dark and very light soils for a variety of vegetation covers (Colwell 1974 , Erza et al. 1984 , Huerte et al. 1984 , 1985 , Elvidge and Lyon 1985 . This is usually more pronounced for sparse canopies than for more heavily vegetated areas. Huerte et al. (1984 Huerte et al. ( , 1985 have reported that the variability of the soil background reflectance has a strong effect on all the 'greenness' indices, concluding that the only solution for overcoming this was to have accurate information on the soil spectral reflectivities for the soils encountered in areas that were being studied by remote-sensing methods.
Remote-sensing studies of vegetation normally use specific wavelengths selected to provide information about the vegetation present in the area from which the radiance data emanated. These wavelength regions are selected because they provide a strong signal from the vegetation and also have a spectral contrast from most background materials. The primary consideration in sensor wavelength selection is that a strong green-vegetation-background-material reflectance difference must occur. Without a strong spectral contrast, vegetation-canopy information is degraded or confused with non-vegetation information. This can be schematically represented in a simplistic sense by overplotting vegetation spectral reflectance with that from a typical soil (figure 3).
Five primary and two transition regions have been proposed between 0·4--2·511m, where differences in leaf optical properties (scattering and absorption) and the background optical properties control plant-canopy spectral reflectance (Tucker 1978 ; figure 3 ). These seven regions are slightly modified by differences in the background material present, density of the plant canopy (i.e. more for sparse canopies, less for full canopies, etc.), solar zenith angle and sensor view angle. The regions are: (I) 0·4--0· 5 11m, where strong spectral absorption by the chlorophylls and carotenoids occurs; (2) O'5--0·62 11m, where reduced levels ofchlorophyll absorption occur (i.e. why green vegetation to our eyes appears 'green'); (3) 0·62--0·7 11m, where strong chlorophyll absorption occurs (see figure 2 a); (4) 0·70--0·74I1m, where strong absorption ceases; (5) 0·74--1·1 11m, where minimal absorption occurs and the leaf scattering mechanisms result in high levels of spectral reflectance, especially for dense canopies; (6) 1·\-1·3 Jlm, where the liquid-water coefficients of absorption increase from close to Oat 1·1 Jlm to values of4 at 1'3I1m; and (7) Figure 3 . Delineation of the O'4-2'5Ilm region into spectral intervals where different biophysical properties of green vegetation control the reflectance of incident solar irradiance from the vegetation in question. Sample spectral reflectance curves for green vegetation and soil are also included to illustrate why some wavelengths have greater spectral contrasts than others.
water occurs (figure 2b). It should also be understood that background-material reflectance differences can increase or decrease spectral contrasts and hence shift these general intervals somewhat (Colwel1 \974, Erza et al. 1984, Huerte et al. 1984, \985, Elvidge and Lyon \985) . Information about vegetation canopies, potentially available from the 0·4-0·7, 0·74-\·\ and \·3-2·5 /lm regions, is related respectively to the plant pigments present, the projected green-leaf density and the liquid water present. Within the 0·4-0·7 JIm region, the strongest spectral contrast usually occurs in the 0·62-0·68/lm zone, this being the wavelength region usual1y employed to infer the degree of in situ chlorophyll absorption in plant canopies. The subinterval of the O' 74-1·\ /lm region is usually chosen for inferring projected green-leaf reflectance. The desire to avoid atmospheric water-vapour absorption bands usually results in the selection of the 0,79-0,90 JIm spectral interval within the 0·74-\·\ /lm interval. The subinterval(s) usually selected for use in inferring liquid-water absorption within plant canopies in the 1·3-2,5 JIm interval is also based upon the consideration of avoiding atmospheric water-vapour absorption within this spectral interval while maintaining a spectral contrast between the background material and canopy leaf water content. This results in the \·55-\·75 and 2·\-2'3 JIm spectral intervals being selected (Tucker \980) .
Remote-sensing studies of vegetation can thus use spectral-radiance data from the 0·4-0·7, 0·74-\·\ and \·3-2, 5 urn regions to infer properties related to pigment absorption, the projected green leaf density, and the canopy leaf water content. However, the pigment absorption is highly coupled with the canopy leaf water content, and thus satellite remote sensing ofvegetation has usual1yused two wavelength regions to infer biophysical properties of plant canopies. These two regions are the upper portion of the visible (i.e. 0·6-0·7 JIm) and the near-infrared (0,75-],1 JIm). Satellite measurements using these two wavelength regions can be ratioed or combined to normalize differences in solar spectral irradiance while providing nondestructive Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014 spectral information about the degree of absorption and scattering that occur within the area from which the satellite-measured radiances emanated.
We have discussed the relationships between leaf structure and function and how these determine the spectral reflectance characteristics of plant canopies. It is these relationships that are used to infer characteristics of plant canopies using measurements of reflected radiation made by satellites. Several companion papers in this issue report on the use of satellite data for studying African vegetation. These satellitemeasured spectral radiances are also influenced by variable sun-target-sensor geometry and by the composition of the atmosphere through which the sensing occurs.
The effects of solar zenith angle upon spectral data have been reported by Duggin (1977) andKimes et al. (1980) . Kimes (1983 Kimes ( , 1984 and Kimes et al. (1984) have reported that surface spectral reflectances in the 0'55-0·68 and O· 73-1'1 pm bands from complete homogenous plant canopies at all sun angles tended to a minimum near nadir and showed increasing spectral reflectance with increasing off-nadir viewing for all azimuth directions. In some cases, the minimum spectral reflectance was shifted slightly off-nadir in the forward-scattering direction. In all complete homogenous canopy cases, the spectral-reflectance distributions tended to be azimuthally symmetric. For sparse vegetation canopies, the anisotropic scattering properties of the soil significantly influenced the directional spectral reflectance. This results from the fact that soil spectral reflectance has a strong back scattering characteristic that can dominate observed reflectance distributions for sparse canopies under lower solar zenith angles.
Measurements of solar reflected radiation from satellites also include varying degrees of atmospheric influence. In this paper, because we are interested in using visible and near-infrared wavelength radiation to infer estimates of primary production, we will confine our discussion to these specific wavelength regions. Satellite estimates of primary production usually involve the use of the 'greenness' indices. These are various combinations of visible and near-infrared radiation (Tucker 1980 , Curran 1983 , Jackson 1983 , Perry and Lautenschlager 1984 . Holben and Fraser (1984) and Fraser and Kaufman (1985) have reported on the effects of atmospheric scattering and absorption upon radiation in these wavelength regions. It has been reported that, except under twilight conditions, factors such as off-nadir viewing, atmospheric aerosol scattering and clouds can only decrease 'greenness' indices. This has resulted in the method of obtaining daily satellite data, mapping it to a common coordinate system, verifying the geographic registration of the mapped data, and then selecting the highest 'greenness' value over a several-day period (Holben, 1986) . Not only does this minimize the effects of sun-target-sensor geometry and the atmosphere, but it also provides the necessary data to follow vegetation 'greenness' or the photosynthetic capacity through time.
Chlorophyll density and leaf physiology
The first part of this paper has discussed how green vegetation preferentially absorbs visible radiation or photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, 0·4-0·7 pm), and uses this harvested energy to drive the exothermic photosynthetic reaction. This fact helps the would-be remote sensor enormously, as the presence or absence of green vegetation and, by inference, photosynthesis and transpiration, are distinctively marked by the unusual spectral properties of green leaves. Put another way, it is relatively easy to apply remote-sensing techniques to the detection of a process that has a strong radiative-transfer component associated with it. Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014
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A review of the spectral properties of green leaves allows us to specify the likely products and limitations of remote-sensing applications in the particular case of terrestrial vegetation: clearly, the direct result of red and near-infrared remote-sensing observations will be some indication of the surface chlorophyll density. Since this quantity is related to the rate at which the plant cover can fixcarbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates, these observations should yield information about the photosynthetic capacity of the vegetated surface. In this context, the term 'photosynthetic capacity' means the gross photosynthetic rate of the canopy under specified illumination conditions assuming no sources of environmental stress; for example, soil moisture deficit or extremes of temperature. The photosynthetic capacity therefore specifies the upper limit of the photosynthetic rate for a given PAR flux. This definition may seem unnecessarily pedantic, but it is entirely justified: simply observing the surface chlorophyll density at a given instant only provides information about the maximum photosynthetic output of the system. The actual rate of photosynthesis at the time will be determined by the PAR flux, moisture availability, etc. An indication of the photosynthetic capacity immediately leads to correlative information about the minimum canopy resistance. The atmospheric carbon dioxide used in photosynthesis diffuses into the leaves via the stomatal pores, and, at the same time, water vapour diffuses out of the leaf's saturated interior via the same route (figure 4). Most terrestrial plants may experience soil moisture stress from time to time, and they generally control the width of their stomatal apertures in such a way that photosynthesis of CO 2 influx is maximized and transpired water or H 2 0 efflux is minimized Sharkey 1982, Williams 1983) . This may be expressed mathematically as dP/dE=W where P is the photosynthetic rate (in kg/m 2/s), E is the transpiration rate (in kg/m 2 1s) and W is the constant of water-use efficiency. The leaf gross photosynthetic rate, P is normally described by (2) a 1 is a constant (in kg/m 2/s), b, is a constant (in W/m 2 ) , F I is the normal incident flux of PAR (in W/m 2 ) and R d is the dark respiration rate (in kg/m 2/s). This is a convenient form, which is relatively easy to fit to data. Theoretical work by Farquhar and von Caemmerer (1982) predicts a response of P to increasing PAR flux similar to equation (2). From equation (2) we see that for low PAR fluxes, P is almost linearly related to F I' the gradient of the relationship being given by adb l , as initially the photosynthetic system is limited by the amount of available energy. At saturating PAR fluxes, P approaches an asymptote, defined by the value of ai' as the amount of the leaf's capital of photosynthetic machinery (principally the carboxylating enzymes) becomes the limiting factor. The amount of chlorophyll in the leaf will also influence the overall relationship between P and the PAR flux.
. The application of equation (I) for water-use efficiency and an assumption of a more or less constant leaf mesophyll concentration of CO 2 implies that the lightdependent part of stomatal functioning should follow the leaf photosynthetic response closely. We can describe the flux of CO 2 from the atmosphere to the leaf interior by the potential dilTerence of the CO 2 concentration gradient, C. -C;, and the dilTusion impedance of the stomatal pores, r,. We then have, under steady-state conditions,
where J is the CO 2 flux (in kg/m 2/s), C; is the substomatal CO 2 concentration (in kg/m 3 ) , C. is the atmospheric CO 2 concentration (in kg/m"), r, is the stomatal resistance to water-vapour transfer (in s/m) and \·6 is a factor that accounts for the dilTerent dilTusivities of CO 2 and water vapour in ain, The transpiration rate from the saturated substomatal cavity may be written as
E= (e*(T)-e.) pc;
r, Ly
where E is the transpiration rate (in kg/m 2/s), e*(T) is the saturated vapour pressure (in mb) at temperature T, e. is the vapour pressure (in mb) outside the \eafsurface, p, c p are the density and specific heat of air (in kg/m:' and J kg-
, L is the latent heat of vaporization (in J/kg) and y is the psychrometric constant (in rnb/K). Here the potential dilTerence is made up from the dilTerences in water-vapour pressure in the leaf, which is saturated, and in the free air. Since, under steady-state conditions, the influx of CO 2 , J must satisfy the demands of the photosynthetic rate P by the equality J= 1·375P (5) where \·375 is the ratio of molecular weights ofsix CO 2 molecules to one basic glucose molecule (= (6 x 44)/192), we may combine equations (3) and (5) where a2, h 2 and c 2 are species-dependent constants (in J/m 3 , W/m 2 and s/m respectively) and are obtained from fits to data. Figure 5 shows typical leaf photosynthesis and transpiration-resistance responses for maize leaves.
To sum up the discussion so far, the local density of chlorophyll, which is quantifiable from remote-sensing measurements, is an indicator of the photosynthetic capacity of the plant canopy. Moreover, because of the strong links between photosynthesis and transpiration, the chlorophyll density is also an indicator of the minimum stomatal resistance of the vegetation to water-vapour transfer. Additional information about the type of vegetation being observed (which will determine the values of a" hi, a2' b 2 , and C 2 and R d ) and the local forcings (PAR flux, soil moisture, temperature, etc.) allows the actual photosynthetic rate and canopy stomatal resistance to be estimated. It is clear from the above that the remotely sensed estimates of chlorophyll density provide us with information about rates associated with the vegetation (photosynthesis, transpiration) rather than a given state of the surface (leafarea index or biomass). In the rest of this section this point will be expanded with the aid of simple mathematical models that place the preceding qualitative statements in a physical context.
Up to now, we have discussed the remote-sensing problem in terms of an abstract quantity, the chlorophyll density. Clearly, if we were in the position of detecting thin flat isotropic chlorophyllous particles scattered on a uniform background and arranged without any mutual overlapping (and hence no radiative interaction) the remote-sensing inversion problem would be fairly straightforward. Unfortunately, the real world is not so accommodating. The main complication presented by reality is that the chlorophyll-bearing phytoelements, leaves or needles, are usually distributed throughout a canopy volume, as opposed to lying directly on the background surface; they are usually arranged with a variety of angular orientations, as opposed to being horizontal plates; and they frequently possess more than a unit of total projected area per unit of underlying surface area (the leaf area index exceeds 1,0). To make things worse, canopy optical properties range from the nearly isotropic to relatively anisotropic, depending on species and health, and the local heterogeneity of the canopy density can be fairly extreme, as in the case of coniferous trees, where the needles are clustered into shoots. A full description of the radiative-transfer process in the more complex situations that nature can offer is beyond the capabilities of simple analytical techniques, requiring the application of numerical ray-tracing models or Monte Carlo Downloaded by [200.95.170 
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methods. Such methods are computationally expensive to apply, and unless used carefully may be fairly opaque to the user as to the causality of specific results. Additionally, such models require a large number of input parameters, the exact specification of which may be difficult to provide. On the other hand, these models can be instructive about the importance of particular parameters, and may be used to calculate the angular field of the reflected radiation, an essential requirement for comparisons with observations from remote-sensing instruments, which usually have a narrow field ofview. For the purpose ofillustration, we shall discuss a simple analytical model that allows us more direct physical insight into the remote-sensing problem and helps us to prioritize field-data needs on the basis of simple sensitivity analyses. We shall use such a model to describe the process of radiative transfer in plant canopies and a modification of the same model to calculate the attenuation and utilization of PAR within the distributed canopy. The outcome of this analysis is an insight into the relationships linking canopy reflectances, photosynthetic capacities and minimum resistances.
Canopy models of radiative transfer, photosynthesis and stomatal resistance
The radiative-transfer model to be used is the two-stream approximation described by Ross (1975) , Meador and Weaver (1980) , Dickinson (1983) and Sellers (1985) for applications in plant canopies. In this model, the intensity of diffuse radiation within the canopy is described by two differential equations, the first (8) defines the variation of the upward (integrated over the upper hemispherical directions) diffuse flux; the second (9) defines the equivalent downward diffuse flux:
dlt -JtdL +(I-(I-P)w)It -wPI
where I I' I I are the upward, downward diffuse radiative fluxes, integrated over their respective hemispheres, K = G(p)/p. is the optical depth of direct beam per unit leaf area, G(p.) is the projected area per unit leafarea in direction cos -1 (u), p.is the cosine of zenith angle of incidence of direct beam radiation, Jt=IMp.'/G(p.'» dp' is the average inverse diffuse optical depth per.unit leaf area, w is the scattering coefficient ofleaves, p' is the cosine of the angle of scattered flux, P, Po are the upscatter parameters of the diffuse and direct beams respectively, and L is the cumulative leaf-area index. Physical processes can be assigned to each of the terms in equations (8) and (9). Equation (8) describes the vertical profile of the upward diffuse radiative flux: the first term in (8) describes the attenuation of the flux, the second term defines that fraction of I I that is rescattered in an upward direction following interception with the leaves; the third term defines the fraction of the downward diffuse flux II that is intercepted and scattered into the upward hemisphere to contribute to It, and the last term, on the right-hand side of (8), refers to the contribution to the upward diffuse flux by the scattering of the direct incident flux intercepted at the specified level L in the canopy. Corresponding descriptions may be assigned to the four terms in equation (9) that describe the profile of the downward diffuse flux. This model is simplistic in that it specifies only two possible directions for the scattered diffuse flux: upward and downward. In reality, and in the more complex numerical models, the scattered flux may be assigned to any number of directions. Nonetheless, the two-stream model does Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014 take some account of the multiple-scattering process and in comparisons with a numerical model (see Kimes and Sellers 1985) , the simplifications inherent in the twostream model do not seem to give rise to serious errors.
Equations (8) and (9) (1985) and Dickinson (1983) . In this paper we shall confine ourselves to the simplest possible case. that ofa canopy with horizontal leaves, in which case jl and K are both equal to J, and 13 and 130 are equal to 0·5 (which amounts to saying that half of the scattered flux goes upwards and half goes downwards). Suitable boundary conditions may then be applied to equations (8) and (9) to solve the set for a given radiational forcing. For an incident direct beam flux, the boundary conditions are as follows. For the case of incident direct flux only.
where L, is the total leaf-area index. The first condition simply states that at the top of the canopy (L=O) there is no downward diffuse flux; the second condition states that beneath the canopy (i.e. when L=L,. L, being the total leaf-area index). the upward diffuse flux is equal to the reflected portion of the total downward flux at L= L,. which is the sum of the direct flux that gets through the canopy, exp ( -KL,) . and the downward-scattered diffuse flux at the same level,.1 I' multiplied by the soil surface reflectance Ps' For the case of incident diffuse fluxes only.
1,=1. L=O (12)
IJ=Ps/l' L=L, (13) and the direct-beam terms on the right-hand sides of equations (8) and (9) are replaced by zeros.
Solution of equations (8) and (9), using the specified coefficients and boundary conditions. yields two explicit equations for the upward and downward diffuse fluxes within the canopy. These have the form h, 1I =-exp( -KL)+h 2 exp( -hL) +h 3 exp(hL) (14) (J (15) (16) where the constants h i •... , h 6 • hand (J are all albegraic combinations of the coefficients in equations (8) (20) where a is the hemispherically integrated reflectance. The full expressions for the various constants in equations (14) and (15) are given in Sellers (1985) . For our case of horizontal leaves, the equation set yields the same answer regardless of the direction of the incoming flux. In this case, equation (16) Equation (17) is worth some closer study. The composite terms are all functions of the leaf scattering coefficient w, except for A, which is a function of w, the soil surface reflectance, Psand a term which translates to the negative exponent of twice the diffuse optical pathlength of the canopy, exp ( -2hL.) . A is the term that determines the relative contributions of the soil and the vegetation to the total reflectance, and this is dependent upon the attentuation of radiation going down and through the canopy (equivalent to one times exp( -hL,», reflected from the soil surface and then transmitted back up through the canopy (which amounts to another exp(hL;) term) hence giving rise to the factor 2 in the exp ( -hL,) term. If we accept that the two-stream model provides us with a reasonable representation of how the vegetated surface absorbs and reflects the incident radiation, we.may obtain an expression for the dependence of the canopy reflectance on leaf area index by simply differentiating equation (17) with respect to L, to give
Now for most field conditions where vegetation is found for significant portions of the year, the soil reflectance is low owing to the amount of organic matter present in the upper layers. This being so, the P2A terms in equations (17) and (18) are relatively small, and we find that for the near-infrared (NIR) wavelength interval,
t aN is the near-infrared surface reflectance and h N is the near-infrared diffuse attenuation coefficient, and for the visible, or PAR, wavelength interval where Pt-+1' so that A-+O,
where a; is the visible or PAR surface reflectance.
The results of equations (19) and (20) are important, as they indicate that for the dark-soil case the variation of surface reflectance with total leaf area index is primarily functional on the near-infrared spectral reflectance. We can extend this argument by Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014 c. J. Tucker and P. J. Sellers considering the variation of the simple ratio (SR) (i.e. NIR/red) and the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (i.e, (NIR -red)/(NIR + red» with the changing green-leaf area index. For this discussion, we redefine both of these terms as functions of reflectances rather than radiances to give (19) and (20) gives us and (23)
In the case of SR (equation (23», the dependence of the near-infrared/visible signal combination on the NIR contribution is clear; with the NDVI (equation (24», the dependence, while present, is complicated by the additional term, which includes aN in the denominator (aN varies with L,). Generally speaking, however, the reflectance analogues of the SR and NDVI and their derivatives are functionally dependent on the exp ) term in the dark-soil case and the exp ( -2h yL,) term when the soil is light (see Sellers 1986 ). The biophysical functioning of individual leaves in the canopy has been shown to depend on the amount of PAR incident on their surfaces (under stress-free conditions). Now the expression for the attenuation of radiation down through the canopy is, from equation (14), (-hL)+h 6exp(hL) where F0 is the PAR flux (in W/m) above the canopy and FL is the PAR flux at level L in the canopy.
In the case of a canopy of horizontal leaves, this gives for the PAR flux (26) where h; is the attenuation coefficient for PAR. If we ignore the contribution of reflected radiation from the soil surface, we can describe the total absorption of PAR by the canopy, IPAR, by (27) in which case Equation (28) is reasonable in that it shows a dependence of IPAR upon the one-way penetration of PAR down through the canopy. Equation (26), which describes the attenuation of PAR within the canopy, may be inserted into the expressions for individual leaf photosynthesis and stomatal resistance, and the resultant functions integrated over the depth of the canopy to yield total canopy photosynthesis and resistance (-h,L,) where P; is the canopy photosynthetic rate (in kg/m 2/s l ) , and (-h,L,) where r c is the minimum canopy resistance (in s/m).
Solutions for the above expressions for P, and r, may be found in Sellers (1985) for a variety of leaf-angle distributions. Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of P, and r c on L, and on each other: it is clear that if the near-linearity of the relationship between P and r, holds for an individual leaf then it will translate to the full canopy situation. To obtain the incremental variation of P, and r c with total leaf-area index, L" it is merely necessary to differentiate equations (29) and (30) with respect to L, and insert the upper limit of I.., which gives sr, alFoexp ( -h,L,) -h, L,) or, for small radiative fluxes
Equation (33) shows that the variation of canopy photosynthesis and transpiration resistance are dependent upon the one-way penetration of PAR and hence are linearly related to IPAR for small radiative fluxes (see equation (28». Equation (33) may be compared with the derivatives of SR and NDVI with L,:
From the above we can see that the biophysical processes of canopy photosynthesis and stomatal resistance and the absorption of PAR are related to the exponential extinction of PAR by the coefficient h" which has the value of (1-W,)1/2, and the total leaf-area index L,. The remote-sensing indicators of chlorophyll density, SR and NDVI, are normally dependent upon the near-infrared canopy reflectance, which Downloaded by [200.95.170.88] varies with the product of the near-infrared attenuation coefficient, h N , which is equal to (1-w N ) 1 / 2 . Both of these conclusions are based on simple integrations of individual leaf characteristics-reflectance, transmittance, photosynthetic and stomatal resistance responses to incident PAR-over whole canopies by the application of a simple radiative-transfer model.
Relations between canopy reflectance and biophysical properties
Finally, we can relate the biophysical and scattering properties of the plant canopy to each other. Using the SR as an example of a reflectance indicator (the following discussion is also pertinent to the NDVI), we can define the rate of change of our three biophysical variables-IPAR, P, and r,-as derivatives with respect to SR. To do this, we use the differentiation chain rule: the common variable L, may be eliminated in Downloaded by [200.95.170.88] 
(36)
The results in equations (35)- (37) 
If this condition is met exactly then Pe, ilr, and IPAR will be near-linearly related to SR and NDVI. Ifwe use the idealized values of co; = 0·2 and W N = 0·8 then (38) is true. Dickinson (1983) reported broadband values for green leaves of w v = 0·165 (0' 3-0·7 11m) and WN = 0·825 (0' 7-3'0 11m), which comes fairly close to satisfying (38). Figure 7 , reproduced from Sellers (1985) , shows estimates of P, and r e plotted against SR and NDVI using the Dickinson (1983) values for w, and WN and values of 0·15 and 0·3 for the soil reflectance in the PAR and near-infrared wavelength intervals. Values of a" b t • a2, b 2 and C2 are appropriate to maize leaves and may be found in Sellers (1985) . It is clear that. even though the W.lWN combination of the Dickinson (1983) data is not the ideal one of (38), the relationship between the biophysical and reflectance properties of the canopy is near-linear. Also of interest in figure 7 is the effect of increasing leaf area index on both sets of properties: additional increments ofleaf area index are seen to yield progressively smaller increases in SR, P, and lire. It is clear that the reduction is related to exp ) in the case of SR and NDVI and to exp (-hvL,) in the cases of P, and lire.
6. Summary and discussion We should conclude this theoretical discussion with some reference to the real world. The remainder of this journal issue is dedicated primarily to specific field studies and the application of operational and non-optimal remote-sensing systems to infer the biophysical properties associated with natural vegetation, which is neither homogenous, randomly distributed not made up of horizontal isotropic leaves. It is useful to review the major limitations of our simple theoretical analysis presented here Downloaded by [200.95.170.88] progressing from left to right. The crop is assumed to be a uniform green cover of maize with leaf and soil spectral properties specified in Sellers (1985) . (b) Canopy conductance for the model maize canopy plotted against the calculated NIR/red ratio and the NOVI as given by the two-stream approximation. All other information is the same as in (a). and to bear in mind that more complex realistic models will probably sutTerfrom the same problems. '
(i) Surface heterogeneity: almost all radiative-transfer models applied to vegetation assume that the canopy elements are randomly distributed over the horizontal plane. Clustered elements or sub-pixel-scale patches of bare ground may complicate the interpretation of multispectral data (see Sellers 1985) .
(ii) Greenness: the presence of a fraction of dead leaves in the canopy would appear to reduce SR and NOVI to values approaching those typical of bare soils (see Sellers 1985 , Harris 1986 ). However, many plant canopies shed dead leaves via abscission, and the extent to which the non-green leaffraction is a problem needs to be determined from experimental studies.
(iii) Leaf orientation and solar zenith angle: the correlation ofmultispectral data with leaf area index is dependent on leaf orientation and solar elevation for canopies with non-horizontal leaf angle distribution functions.
(iv) View angle: operational measurements of surface reflectances are usually made with narrow-field-of-view sensors. More sophisticated radiative-transfer models must be used to describe the angular distribution of the reflected radiation above the surface.
With regard to the first three points, we can expect the relationships between reflectance and leaf area index to be severely atTected. However, a reduction in the reflectance indicator also implies a similar reduction in P e andIyr,; so the data may still be applied to estimate vegetation biophysical properties (Sellers 1985) . In spite of the above and other problems, it is reasonable to assume that the SR and NOVI as provided by satellite systems should yield near-linear estimates of the areaaveraged canopy photosynthetic capacity and minimum resistance. To use the reflectance data etTectively for remotely sensed applications, other quantities must be estimated (PAR flux and the species dependent biophysical coefficients in equations (2) and (7». This result supports the view that the reflectance data provide indications of the instantaneous biophysical rates associated with plant canopies; gross primary productivity and evapotranspiration, rather than reliable estimates of any state associated with the vegetation, such as leaf area index or biomass.
From the preceding discussion, it can be seen that the integral of NOVI with respect to time provides an estimate of gross primary production. To be comparable among ditTerent regions, this must be weighted by the respective PAR fluxes, losses such as respiration, and the efficiencies of the conversion process (Monteith 1977 , Kumar and Monteith 1982 , Steven et al. 1983 . Comparisons within a given area for the same year or for the same area over several years for the same time period have been reported, and experimentally confirm the theory we have presented here. Our treatment of the NOVI and SR as being estimators of rate processes such as the photosynthetic capacity and evapotranspiration has been corroborated by Tucker et al. (1986) , where globally averaged NOVI data were found to be inversely related to globally averaged relative atmospheric CO 2 measurements. Goward et al. (1985) reported a good agreement between North American NOVI time-integral data and published figures for ecosystem net primary production. Additional experimental confirmation of the meaning of the NOVI, SR and other 'greenness' measures comes from the experimental findings of Tucker et al. (1981) from ground-collected NOVI and SR time-integral data and the Downloaded by [200.95.170 .88] at 14:46 01 May 2014 AVHRR data and African-semi-arid grasslands 1415 destructively sampled total above-ground biomass production data from winter wheat. These same relationships have been extended to satellite data in a subsequent study over a three-year period where NOAA-7 AVHRR NDVI time-integral data were found to be similarly correlated with total herbaceous biomass production data from the Sahel zone in northern Senegal . The companion papers in this issue report on other uses of satellite spectral data for studying various aspects of primary production from African environments.
